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You can’t buy happ ine�  
but you c�  buy Maxell e’s products...

which is almost   �   same � ing...”
#iwokeuplike� is

#Maxell e
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About us 
New York, concrete jungle where dreams are made of

There’s nothing you can’t do
Now you’re in New York

These streets will make you feel brand new
Big lights will inspire you

Hear it for New York, New York, New York
- Alicia Keys –

Mieke van Looveren, current COO, has come a long way ... Literally ... The story starts 
back more than 20 years ago in New York. As a single mum with a pocket full of dreams 

instead of money, she was searching for a new additional income. A course in 
permanent make-up was the start and as she fl ew around the world in her day job 

as a stewardess, she got to know all sorts of interesting people and places.
One day, Mieke spotted a beauty parlor in New York: a place where they offered you the 

most beautiful look thanks to eyelash extensions. After only one (read: very long) 
treatment, Mieke fell in love with her lashes. Who wouldn’t? She had the luxury of waking 

up every day looking beautiful! But there was a problem, if she wanted to keep these 
beautiful eyelashes, she had to return to New York every 3 weeks.

 
As enterprising as she was, Mieke decided to look for lash extensions and to execute the 
treatment on her own. A few months later Maxelle was born in an attic room in Belgium 

in the city of Antwerp. Today Maxelle has become a one-stop brand that offers 
make-up expertise, innovative techniques and quality products through a global 

distribution network. 
Maxelle creates instant happiness by optimizing each woman’s natural beauty and 

allowing her to wake up with make-up, ready to seize the day …Wake up with make-up!
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... Wake up with    make-up!
Voluminous, long-curled lashes, well-shaped and colored eyebrows, lips and eyeliners 
to maximize your natural look!

IT’ S ALL POSSIBLE WITH MAXELLE.

Become a part of our passionate Maxelle family and get to know our professional range 
of semi-permanent make-up & eyelash products. Our qualitative trainings and fantastic 
beauty concept with strong return on investment will defi nitely surprise you!

Test imon ial from our dist ributor in Spain:
Dear all,

My experience with Maxelle could be summarized as the story of a beautiful, personal 
and professional one. I met Mieke Van Looveren in the show of Bologna, Italy. It was the 
last day at the fair, and I was exhausted and saturated of seeing things during several 
days. I felt like picking up the brochure, maybe one of many that simply get forgotten. 
She attended me personally, and I sensed since the beginning that I had met one in a 
million, a truly passionate woman in the beauty world. 
It has been 5 years since our company works with her products, and I still see the same 
passion for quality and novelty. A great training staff and marketing vision completes the 
story. If you are seeking for a great business opportunity, Maxelle could be what you are 
looking for!
In summary; a great business opportunity and to top it all you get to work with Mieke 
who is a generous and fabulous woman.

Warm regards,
José Vidal - CEO DRV Spain
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Our �rands
LashCreations: silk eyelash extensions
Mascara+: semi-permanent mascara
LashCurla: eyelash lift systems
Maxerum: eyelash growth serum
ForeverPink: lip color booster
MPM : manual permanent make up

Our Marketing Mate rial
Maxelle provides an attractive media kit containing unique assets for digital and 
print usage. A lovely designed packaging, displays, a fl yer, posters, postcards, a 
catalog, training certifi cates and promotional material for online activities 
(websites, Facebook, Instagram, etc.) are all part of a well thought-out marketing 
strategy concept.
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Lashes from Maxell e 

w� h love xoxo
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#Lash
Maxelle offers a wide range of silk eyelash extensions as they are considered being the 
best quality on the market. They are handmade, feather light and don’t damage the nat-
ural lashes. We have all kinds of varieties to use for the one-by-one technique as well as 
the russian volume technique. Of course we also offer a complete supplementary range 
of lash accessories, retail and aftercare products. 

All products are EU proof as they are registered with the Cosmetic Products Notifi cation 
Portal. 

LashCreations from Maxelle has it all to keep your lash game strong! 

Lashes from Maxell e 

w� h love xoxo

Creation s
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Lash             products
for on e-� -on e te chni� e

The one-by-one lash technique gives a very natural look and applies 
one extension to one natural lash only. With our many different lengths, 

curls and thicknesses you can create a personal look.

One by one eyelash extensions create length and volume but with a 
very natural look as a result. They stay in place for 6 to 8 weeks. 

Make-up is no longer necessary and therefore you will save time in the morning.

Full one-by-one set = approx. 1 hour
Cost for the beautician = approx. 1.5 €

We provide our one-by-one lash products in luxury packaging and have 2 differ-
ent kits which are composed with attentive care. 

Starte rsk�  
(150 treatments) 

The starterskit LashCreations one-by-one obtains 6 trays of eyelash extensions, 
quick fushion 10 ml, primer 15 ml, remover 15 ml, tweezers straight, 

tweezers bended, medical tape, 25 lashwands, scissors, blower, 
100 microbrushes, gluestone, cleanser.

(500 treatments)
The luxe pro kit Lash Creations one-by-one obtains 15 trays of eyelash exten-

sions, quick fusion 10 ml, primer 15ml, remover 15 ml, tweezers straight, twee-
zers bended, medical tape, 25 lashwands, scissors, blower, 100 microbrushes, 
gluestone, cleanser, magnifying glasses small, neck pillow, lashtray, 10 lin free 

pads, coloured lashes,diamond lashes, mirror.

For our product list, order codes and prices contact our team: info@maxelle.eu

Lash             products
for on e-� -on e te chni� e
Lash             products
for on e-� -on e te chni� e
Lash             products

Luxe pro k� 

Creation s
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I woke up like � is!

#Maxell e
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Lash             products for 
Ru� i�  volume te chni� e

Volume techniques allow to apply multiple extensions to one isolated natural lash. 
The “russian volume” technique masterfully achieves this with far thinner lashes than we 
have used with the one-by-one basic technique. 
The result? A full, lush lash line that appears fl uffy and soft and maintains the health and 
safety of our client’s natural lashes. They stay in place for 6 to 8 weeks. 
Make-up is no longer necessary and therefore you will save time in the morning.

Full Russian volume set = approx. 2 hour
Cost for the beautician = approx. 2.5 €

We provide our russian volume lash products in a luxury packaging and have 1 kit which 
is composed with attentive care. 

Never underest imate  �   po�er � 
#Maxell e

Ru� i�  volume k� 
The starterskit LashCreations Russian volume obtains quick fusion glue 10 ml, 

Russian volume mix, 10 lintfree pads, 10 eyelash pads, eyelash cleansing foam 50 ml, 
5 cleanser brushes, 25 silicone mascarawands, isolate volume tweezer, 

basic bended tweezer 

I woke up like � is!

#Maxell e

Creation s
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                 #Lash
Maxelle offers an eyelash lifting treatment with keratin for the natural lashes. 

With our 2 lift techniques all the eyelashes are lifted upwards 
to get a clear open view.

Natural lashes will stay curly for 4-6 weeks and so the eyelash curler 
becomes completely unnecessary!

All products are EU proof as they are registered with the 
Cosmetic Products Notifi cation Portal. 

Full Lift = approx. 30 minutes
Cost for the beautician = approx. 3 €

We provide our lash lift products in a luxury packaging and offer 
2 kits which are composed with attentive care. 

Silicon e pads k� 
(30 treatments)

The silicone pads kit Lashcurla obtains 10 monodose solutions, 10 monodose 
neutralizer, 10 lashbotox, isolation tool, timer, 5 silicone pads small, 5 silicone 
pads medium, 5 silicone pads large, 100 LashCurla microbrushes, LashCurla 

glue, medical tape.

Clips k� 
(30 treatments)

The clips kit LashCurla obtains 10 monodose solutions, 10 monodose neutralizer, 
10 lashbotox, clips, timer, double sided comb

For our product list, order codes and prices contact our team: info@maxelle.eu

                 #Lash
Maxelle offers an eyelash lifting treatment with keratin for the natural lashes. 

12

The clips kit LashCurla obtains 10 monodose solutions, 10 monodose neutralizer, 
10 lashbotox, clips, timer, double sided comb

For our product list, order codes and prices contact our team: info@maxelle.eu

Curla
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#Mascara+
Maxelle offers a semi-permanent mascara which guarantees a black mascara 

look for 2 to 3 weeks. The lashes stay fl exible and thanks to the medical grade 
lash coat (which contains fi bers) you’ll be able to create a natural volume. 

Perfect to combine with our fast and simple eyelash lift; LashCurla.

Full Mascara+ = approx. 20 minutes
Cost for the beautician = approx. 1,50 €

We provide our semi-permanent mascara products in a luxury packaging and 
offer 2 kits which are composed with attentive care. 

Mascara+ k� s
You can choose between 2 kits containing 5gr or 10gr mascara+ product.

The Mascara+ kits obtains 5 gr Mascara+ OR 10 gr Mascara+, primer 15 ml, 
remover 15 ml, cleanser,crystal stone, heated eyelash curler, 25 mascarawands, 

100 microbrushes, medical tape, metal eyelashcomb, pincet straight

5gr kit: 75 treatments.
10gr kit: 225 treatments.

For our product list, order codes and prices contact our team: info@maxelle.eu
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Manual permanent 

make-up 

From Maxelle with 

love xoxo
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#Mpm
Manual Permanent Make-up is a breakthrough in the world of beauty. Maxelle de-
veloped a simple semi-permanent make-up method, using different kind of pens, 
all with fi ne needles to manually insert a rich pigment into the correct skin layer. 
Surprise customers with creative techniques like microblading, skin lifting and slid-
ing and make everyone happy with perfect made-up eyes, lips & eyebrows! 
Of course we offer a complete range of rich pigments, several needles and other 
accessories. 
All products are EU proof as they are registered with the Cosmetic Products Notifi -
cation Portal.

MPM from Maxelle has it all to keep your make-up game strong!
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Mpm k� s
We provide our manual permanent make-up products in luxury packaging
 and have 4 different kits which are composed with attentive care. You can 
choose between 4 kits: eyebrow kit, eyeliner kit, lip kit and the full luxe kit.

Eye�row k� 
The eyebrow kit obtains 20 MPM disposable pens 

( 5 x U18, 5 x MXM, 5x MX14, 5x MX36), 3 MPM pigments 5 ml 
(beauty brown, brown, medium taupe), 10 pigment rings, skin marker, 

50 liner brushes, 10 x ointment cream.

Eyeliner k� 
The eyeliner kit obtains 5 MPM disposable pens (MX24), 

2 MPM pigments 5ml (beauty black, charcoal) ,10 pigment rings, 
eyelash cleanser foam 50ml, 5 cleanser brushes,50 liner brushes, 

10 x ointment cream.

Lip k� 
The lip kit obtains 10 MPM disposable pens (5x U18, 5 x MX24), 

4 MPM pigments 5ml (natural, pink, terra, dark red),10 pigment rings, 
50 liner brushes, 10 x ointment cream.

Full  luxe k� 
The full luxe kit obtains 25 MPM disposable pens 

(5 x U18,5x MX14, 5x MX24, x MX36, 5x MXM),12 MPM pigments 5ml 
(beauty black, dark blue, natural, pink, terra, dark red, black brown, 

warm brown, blonde, charcoal, brown, beauty brown), 
10 pigment rings, skin marker, eyelash cleanser foam 50ml,
5 cleanser brushes, 50 liner brushes, 10 x ointment cream.

For our product list, order codes and prices contact our team: info@maxelle.eu

Mpm k� s
We provide our manual permanent make-up products in luxury packaging

Mpm k� s
We provide our manual permanent make-up products in luxury packaging

Mpm k� s
 and have 4 different kits which are composed with attentive care. You can 
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Tools 
& Applicators
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Aftercare  & 
Retail products
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Oil-fr�  make up remover
Oil free products are essential for the eyelash extensions as oil 
infl uences the glue used to fi x the lash extensions. 
When removing make-up around the eye area, it is important to 
use our specially developed oil-free make-up cleanser.

Mascara
OIL-FREE BLACK MASCARA

Oil free products are essential for the eyelash extensions. In 
most mascaras oil is used, but this is bad for the glue which is 
used to fi x the lash extensions. When you desire a more fi nished 
look, it’s recommended to use our oil-free mascara. Of course 
you can also use this mascara on natural eyelashes.

Maxerum
EYELASH GROWTH SERUM

Maxerum is a cocktail of Enzymes, vitamins and natural 
ingredients which will provide the hair follicles of eyelashes the 
necessary boost from inside out to become stronger, longer and 
darker. Maxerum does not contain prostaglandins as several 
eyelash serums on the market with their negative side effects 
do. This makes it possible to keep on using it  for a long lasting 
effect. For optimal results, follow the instruction manual.
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ForeverPink
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                     Forever
LIP COLOR BOOSTER

ForeverPink contains the extract of a cherish blossom which will colorize (painless) 
the natural pigment in lips (and areola), after daily use for one week, 

for a long period of time. Concerning the lips, ForeverPink increases the metabolism 
and will provide the red blood cells oxygen which will make lips appear fuller. 

Wrinkles will fade because the melanin content will be stimulated. 
Lips will get a pinkish and healthy tint. Apply 2 to 3 times a day, for one week, 

after cleaning lips. Use Foreverpink regularly for optimal results. 

For our product list, order codes and prices contact our team: info@maxelle.eu

27

Wrinkles will fade because the melanin content will be stimulated. 
Lips will get a pinkish and healthy tint. Apply 2 to 3 times a day, for one week, 

after cleaning lips. Use Foreverpink regularly for optimal results. 

For our product list, order codes and prices contact our team: info@maxelle.eu

Pink

Pink
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1) Lash Products

• 1.1 One-by-One lashes   
 • Classic Traditional
 • Flat Lashes
 • Volume Express
• 1.2 Volume lashes
 • Volume lashes
 • Quick fan
• 1.3 Lash Lifting
 • Solution
 • Neutralizer
 • Lashbotox
 • Lash Lift Glue
 • Silicon pads
 • Clips
 • Isolation tool
• 1.4 Semi-Permanent mascara
• 1.5 Lash specials
 • Bottom lashes
 • Colored lashes
 • Diamond lashes
• 1.6 Accessories
• 1.6.1 Tools
 • Gel remover
 • Primer
 • Cleanser
 • Cleansing foam
 • Crystal stone
 • Lash tray
 • Mediacal tape
 • Lintfree gel patches
 • Magnifying glasses
 • Microbrushes
 • Mini scissors
 • Glue rings
 • Air blower
 • Standard mascara brush
 • Silicon mascara brush
 • Bended lashring
 • Lash mirror
 • Hygrometer
 • Nanomister
 • Lash palette
 • Cleansing brushes
 • Mousse applicators
 • Magnetic case
 • Glue stickers
 • Heated eyelash curler
 • Metal eyelash comb
 • Eye shape tape

 

• Organiser
 • Led light
 • Collageen lip mask
• 1.6.2 Glues
 • Quick fusion
 • Sensiglue
 • Clear glue
• 1.6.3 Tweezers
 • One-by-one bended
 • One-by-one straight
 • Volume bended basic
 • Volume bended pro
 • Volume isolation 
 • Volume special
 • Volume pro hooked

2) SPMU Products

• 2.1 Eyebrows
• 2.1.1 Needles
 • U18
 • MX14
 • MX36
 • MXM
• 2.1.2 Pigments
 • Blonde
 • Coconut
 • Golden Brown
 • Charcoal
 • Brown
 • Black Brown
 • Beauty Brown
 • Warm Brown
 • Medium Taupe
 • Mediterranean Brown
 • Taupe
 • Light Brown
 • Brown brown
 • Dark Brown
 • Skin
 • Light Ash
 • Ash
 • Anti Grey
 • Anti Red
 • Anti Violet
• 2.2 Eyeliner
• 2.2.1 Needles
 • MX24
 • MX36
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• 2.2.2 Pigments
 • Beauty Black
 • Charcoal
 • Dark Blue
 • Smokey Bleu
• 2.3 Lips
• 2.3.1 Needles
 • MX24
 • MX36
 • U18
 • 2.3.2 Pigments
 • Natural
 • Candy
 • Terra
 • Warm Red
 • Pink
 • Off Pink
 • Dark Red
 • Brick
 • White
 • Beige Pink
 • Magenta
• 2.4 Accessories
 • Pigment rings
 • Liner brushes
 • Cleansing brushes
 • Cleanser foam
 • Cleanser
 • PH Fix
 • Removal solution
 • Organiser
 • Anti mist mask
 • Eyebrow tracer
 • Predraw brow kit
 • Surgical skin marker
 • Eyebrow tweezer
 • Vitamine after care
 • Led light

3) Home products

 • Oil-free make-up remover
 • Cleanser foam
 • Lip color booster
 • Oil-free mascara
 • Collageen eye mask
 • Eyelash growth serum
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Lash Exte nsion s
Maxelle was the fi rst to introduce handmade silk quality eyelash extensions, silk is considered to be the best quality 

for lashes as they are very light in weight and give the most natural look.

Maxelle makes sure that all lashes are designed according to the most advanced production techniques and latest 
beauty trends. Therefore we provide multiple lash types available in several lengths, curls and thicknesses for use 

with one-by-one or multi pickup volume techniques.

Professional training is essential as lash treatments require correctly executed placement techniques and the right 
product usage.

All our lash products are EU & worldwide proof as they are registered in the Cosmetic Products Notifi cation Portal.

OUR MAIN LASH PRODUCT ADVANTAGES:

Flexible 
Very light weight
Soft-to-touch feather texture
The glossy black color makes mascara unnecessary
Pre-aligned and packed on strips, designed to save time
Easy to peel, remove and apply

one-by-one lash extensions

Our range of silk lashes is perfect for the one-by-one lash technique, this is where one extension is placed on one 
natural eyelash.

Based on the desired look, Maxelle created for this placement technique 3 lash types to choose from:
 
traditional classic lash extensions
fl at lash extensions
volume express lash extensions

one-by-one lash extensions

Our traditional classic lashes can be best described as the extension type that started it all. These traditional classic 
lash extensions are used for clients who already have lots of lashes but want to add more length and/or more curl. 

They give the most natural look as result. 

30
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one-by-one - flat lash extensions

The fl at lash, also called ellipse lash is a special type of extension that’s placed by the one-by-one lash technique. 
They are fabulous to use when a fuller look is desired but without adding too much weight to the natural lash, so 
damage is avoided. Due to the fl at base and their hollow inside, they look thicker but are yet so much lighter and 
softer than normal classic lashes, and therefor a real hype! The Maxelle’s fl at lashes are handmade in silk which 
ensures that they are as light as possible and look very natural. 

Another secret of it’s success is that they also stay longer in place. Because of their wider lash base it can create 
better contact with the natural lash.  Nothing but advantages for those who want more volume but have weak or 
thin natural lashes.

one-by-one - volume express lash extensions

The Maxelle volume express lashes are pre fanned knot free extensions that create a more glamorous and dramatic 
volume effect. This is without having to execute the advanced multi pick-up technique, otherwise known as Russian 
volume. As Maxelle manufactured these in a thickness of 0,07mm and a minimum of glue, they feel comfortable, 
feather light to wear and don’t harm the natural lashes. We have a 3D and a 5D variant.

This type of lash makes it very easy to create a lot of volume while avoiding the long treatment duration specifi c to 
the multi pick-up technique. This is perfect for those with not much time and/or beauty budget. Nevertheless, we 
do not recommend a constant long-term use, as that is what the multi pick-up technique was specially designed 
for.
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volume lash extensions

Compared to the one-by-one technique that limits (healthy) volume possibilities, multi pick-up techniques make it 
possible to create any desired amount of volume. We therefore also speak about volume techniques.

Of course there are always the limitations of the natural eyelash, which must also be taken into account. In function 
of the desirable volume look it takes around 1.5 hours up to 3 hours to apply a very dramatic voluminous look.

This technique is based on creating handmade fans of several loose lashes that are glued on to one natural lash. 
The result is very glamorous and the styling possibilities are enormous, this is why this lash technique is so loved. To 
avoid damage to the natural lash, volume techniques demand super light and super fi ne extensions. 

For this placement technique Maxelle has developed 2 types of volume lashes:

traditional volume lashes  
quick fan volume lashes.

Volume lashes - traditional 
volume lash extensions

Our traditional volume lashes are made in silk be-
cause its lightweight and fi ne structure is ideal to use 
for voluminous lash sets with a beautiful fl uffy effect. 
They can create any volume desired. Because of their 
black glossy color they give an instant black mascara 
look.

Volume lashes - Quick fan vol-
ume lash extensions

Our traditional volume lashes are made in silk be-
cause its lightweight and fi ne structure is ideal to use 
for voluminous lash sets with a beautiful fl uffy effect. 
They can create any volume desired. Because of their 
black glossy color they give an instant black mascara 
look.
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Lash Lift with    Keratin
Lash lifts have become very popular treatments since they can offer a beautiful alternative for lash extensions and 
it is suitable for everyone! Long, short, fi rm or fi ne eyelashes are no problem to curl as all kind of eyelashes can be 
lifted upwards to get a clear open view. This will also look as if the lashes have become longer. Natural lashes will 
stay curly for 6-8 weeks so eyelash curlers becomes completely unnecessary! 

We offer 2 techniques: silicone pads or clips. The silicone lift method guarantees a natural curl. The clip lift method 
offers a more L-shape curl effect.

A training is recommended but not necessary as this treatment is simple and easy to execute and we also offer a 
handy tutorial movie.

Lash lift solution (step 1)

Applying the solution is the fi rst step of a lash lift. This liquid 
will lift the lashes. By applying a small amount from the roots 
until the middle of the natural lashes It creates a chemical pro-
cess which breaks down the desulphated bonds in each hair, 
allowing them to move into the wanted curled shape.

Lash lift neutralizer (step 2)

The next step is applying the neutralizer which will fi x the lash-
es. It reforms the disulfi de bonds into their new shape, which 
offers a long lasting lifted effect.

Lash lift keratin (step 3)

The last step is the keratin treatment, which works like lash 
botox because it offers the natural lashes an extra boost.
This nourishing vitamin treatment is highly recommended as 
it gives extra nutrition and power to the lashes which is a plus 
after the lash lift because it keeps the natural lashes in optimal 
health.
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silicone pads

The silicone pads are used to curl the natural lashes around 
so the liquids can do their job. They come in different sizes : 
Small, Medium and Large. The size can be chosen according 
to the natural lash.
Small for small natural sized lashes, Medium for medium sized 
lashes and Large for very long lashes.
The silicones can be used up to 3 treatments, if washed well 
with warm water and disinfected.

Clips

The Maxelle clips folds the natural lashes and create an 
L-shaped curl.
This system is easy and fast to lift the lashes during a lash lift 
treatment.
The clips can be used endlessly, if washed well with warm 
water and disinfected.

Lash lift isolation tool

The Maxelle isolation tool is a great help to bend and separate the lashes in the perfect direction over the silicone 
pads. A micro brush can be added in the back of the separator tool.

Lash lift glue

Our specially formulated lash lift glue is a very effective glue to stick 
the silicone pads on the eyelid. Also the natural lashes (even thick and 
straight ones) will easily stick after applying the glue on the silicone pads. 
Easy to remove with water.
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Semi-�ermanent Mascara
Our homemade semi-permanent mascara guarantees a black mascara look for up to 2 weeks. The natural lashes 
stay fl exible and thanks to the medical grade lash coat (which contains fi bers) it is also possible to create a natural 
volume. 
This mascara make-up look makes life easier as it is 100% waterproof! 

Training is recommended but not necessary as this treatment is very simple and easy to execute and we also offer a 
handy tutorial movie.

Possible additional products that simplify and speed up the treatment are:

• the heated eyelash curler
• the metal lash comb

Possible additional treatment is a lash lift.

heated eyelash curler

Semi-permanent mascara is easer to apply on curled lashes 
shaped in the right direction. For this we recommend our 
heated lash curler. It is simple to use, it shapes and curves the 
lashes in seconds for a hold that lasts all day. 

Good to know that this tool also comes in handy during a lash 
extension treatment! Because the heated eyelash curler also 
works as a way to open the hair cuticle, it makes the eyelash 
extension application easier. Simply use the heated wand to 
manipulate the natural lashes in the direction you’d like them 
to set and apply lash extensions as usual.

METAL EYELASH COMB 

The metal eyelash comb helps to separate the lashes well while applying the semi-permanent mascara. It is very 
important lashes do not stick together as this creates a clumpy effect making fi nal result look messy instead of nice 
and clean
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Some lash specials 

Bottom lashes:

Very small lashes are used for bottom lashes. Also handy to use when very small upper lash extensions are re-
quired.  

Colored lashes:

Two tone lashes with a coloured tipped are available in: purple, blue, red or green for those who love unicorns.

Diamond lashes:
 
There are diamond lashes with a sparkling crystal on for some extra bling in life.
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ACCESSOIRES
Maxelle offers a wide range of high-quality accessories developed with the greatest attention to detail to speed up 
lash and SPMU treatments.  All products are registered in the CPNP (Cosmetic Products Notifi cation Portal) and are 

EU and worldwide conform.

gel remover

The Gel Remover is developed with the latest technology and 
is very effective to remove eyelash extensions and semi-per-
manent mascara without damaging the natural lashes. 

primer

The Primer cleans natural lashes of oils and make-up residue 
which is very important before an eyelash extension treatment 
is performed. 

It provides an optimal pH level for bonding lash extensions 
and can help with retention issues.

cleanser

The Maxelle cleanser is for professional use only. This  eye 
make-up cleanser & protein remover is the perfect product to 
clean the lashes before any eyelash treatment.

It is specially designed to remove cosmetics and oils from the 
eyes and lashes without damaging the natural lash. It can be 
used on normal and sensitive skin. 

It will prevent the glue bonding from breaking apart and your 
lash extensions won`t fall out prematurely.
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cleansing foam

Maxelle cleansing foam is a good alternative for our cleanser 
when you prefer a shampoo product.
It is a unique cleansing formula that effectively removes eye 
make-up and is also used to help treat and prevent blephari-
tis. Proper cleansing of the lashes before and after the treat-
ment is essential in preventing eye conditions that can occur 
when bacteria or PH levels are out of balance. 

The Maxelle Cleansing Foam is an absolute must-have prod-
uct for all lash artists and lash extension lovers to maintain eye 
hygiene and health!

crystal stone

The Maxelle crystal stone keeps glue and semi-permanent 
mascara at a consistent temperature throughout the eyelash 
extension application, preventing them from curing too quick-
ly and ensuring a clean bond.

lash tray

The Maxelle crystal lash tray is a handy and  hygienic tool to 
work in a quick and organized way. Eyelash extension strips 
are easy to pick up from this tray. It can also be used as a glue 
stone which is ideal for those lash technicians who want to get 
the most out of their eyelash extension adhesive. The cool, 
smooth surface allows glue to remain in a liquid state longer 
and prevents premature drying. Our glue stickers help to 
keep the surface clean.
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medical tape

Our soft medical tape is to protect the under lashes during 
lash treatments. It ‘s soft texture does not hurt when taking off 
and doesn’t damage the lashes. 

It holds strong on the skin, yet does not stick.

The tape can be used to separate the upper and lower eye-
lashes or to support falling eyelids. 

This is suitable for lash treatments such as eyelash extensions, 
semi-permanent mascara and eyelash lifting.

lint free gel patches

Instead of the Maxelle medical tape, lint free patches can also 
be used to tape away the lower lashes during a lash treat-
ment.

Each sachet is hygienically sealed with 2 patches for individual 
use. The patches contain collagen as a little extra for the client 
as it feels more comfortable then tape and brightens up the 
skin under the eye. Collagen reduces dark circles, puffi ness 
and nourishes the skin.

Suitable for lash treatments such as eyelash extensions, 
semi-permanent mascara and eyelash lifting.

magnifying glasses

A good detailed view is essential for all our procedures. Max-
elle offers 2 types of magnifying glasses with different lenses. 
These glasses prevent eye fatigue.
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micro brushes

Micro brushes are special small applicators to use during several treatments that Maxelle offers.  

The micro brushes can hold and maintain all kind of liquids as it is made in a special fi ber free material. This makes 
it possible to save amounts of product and to reduce treatment costs. Our micro brushes are pleasant to touch, 
comfortable to use and leave no fi bers.

Suitable and handy to use during lash treatments such as eyelash extensions, semi-permanent mascara and eye-
lash lifting.

mini scissors

These multipurpose Swiss made mini scissors are specially 
designed for cutting various thin materials like eyelash exten-
sions and accessories such as tape and patches.

The stainless steel is light and sharp. It enables you to cut the 
tape in pieces, resize the lashes or reshape the eye patches 
with high precision. It is an indispensable and fundamental 
tool for everyday use during all eyelash extensions treatments.

glue rings

The glue ring is an innovative tool, designed to hold the ad-
hesive at your fi nger. Holding the glue in this position makes it 
easier to dip the eyelash extensions into the glue.

They are brilliant to use as they save you from having to bend 
or stretch over every time you want to dip the eyelash exten-
sion into the glue.

It will not only speed up the application process. It also 
lessens repetitive movements that tire and are bad for the 
back. These rings can also be used during the lash lift treat-
ment.

air blower

The manual air blower helps to dry the adhesive quickly with-
out touching the lashes. It also blows away irritating fumes.
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standard mascara brush

Mascara brushes are fundamental for lash extension treat-
ments because they are designed to align and straighten lash-
es during the application and preparation. Because they don’t 
damage the natural lashes nor the extensions it is a perfect 
tool for brushing them.

As all lashes need to be brushed while wearing a lash exten-
sion set, this tool has to be given to the client after the treat-
ment to maintain the extensions between the refi lls.

They are versatile in use as they are also great for grooming 
brows during semi-permanent make-up treatments and can 
be used to apply semi-permanent mascara.

Silicone mascara brush

Mascara brushes also exist in a silicone version which we 
recommend to use with volume lashes as this material is more 
user-friendly for super thin extensions.

bended lashring

Our innovative U band eyelash ring allows you to pick up lash 
extensions right from your fi ngertips very quickly, No more 
going back and forth to your lash palette or the back of your 
hand! It also fans out the lashes easier so the pick-up goes 
even faster which will save time and money! 

lash mirror

The front view lash mirror is the secret weapon for a neat and tidy set. Use it to check the front of your sets through-
out your application without your client having to open their eyes! Check for gaps in the lash line, wonky or criss-
crossing lashes, as well as a smooth, even curve.

hygrometer

The environment for lash applications must have the perfect 
humidity level and temperature. Lash extension adhesive 
needs the correct moisture level and temperature to help it 
dry quickly and effectively. The Maxelle hygrometer will let 
you know when your treatment room has reached the optimal 
level of humidity of 40% - 60% and a temperature of 22°C. 
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nanomister

The Maxelle nanomister dries the glue in 30 seconds, elimi-
nates additional exposure to glue fumes and leads to a better 
lash retention. 
After using this handy tool, lash extensions can get wet right 
away. This means no more waiting 24 hours to swim, workout, 
or shower! As it forces the glue to dry faster and eliminates 
glue fumes, it reduces sensitivity and allergic reactions.

lash palette

The lash palette is the perfect way to organize different sizes 
and curls of lashes during the treatment. It is practical while 
lash mapping and quick in use because all the lashes are easy 
to reach. An adjustable strap and velcro pad attachment al-
lows application from the right position for each person. After 
the treatment the palette can be stored safely away until the 
next client.

cleansing brushes

This cleansing brush offers a super gentle yet effective way 
to clean the lashes and eye area before and after an eyelash 
extension application. Safe for use on eyelash extensions, the 
brush is an ideal at-home aftercare product for clients to main-
tain their lashes and the perfect companion for our matching 
Maxelle cleansing foam. 

mousse applicators

The Maxelle mousse applicators are made from lint-free fi bers, making them perfect for eliminating drips of liquids 
such as glue and primer while lashing.
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glue stickers

These stickers are used to protect the crystal stone as they prevent 
direct contact with glue or semi-permanent mascara during the eyelash 
treatments. The stickers have to be applied with the slip over the stone. 
This way they are easy to peal off quickly and the stone is clean and 
ready for the next treatment within seconds.

eyeshape tape

Our soft eyeshape tape is to protect the under lashes during 
lash treatments. It ‘s soft texture does not hurt when taking off 
and doesn’t damage the lashes. 

It holds strong on the skin, yet does not stick.

This is suitable for lash treatments such as eyelash extensions, 
semi-permanent mascara and eyelash lifting.

magnetic case

Tweezers should be protected from dust, dirt and accidental 
falls. With the Maxelle magnetic tweezer case this is all possi-
ble! This case safely holds up to 6 tweezers, so tools stay safe, 
secure, and sanitary. It is also perfect for the travelling lash 
artist or anyone looking to protect their investment in style.

eye shape tape

 FOTO

heated eyelash curler

Semi-permanent mascara is easer to apply on curled lashes shaped in 
the right direction. For this we recommend our heated lash curler. It is 
simple to use, it shapes and curves the lashes in seconds for a hold that 
lasts all day. 

Good to know that this tool also comes in handy during a lash extension 
treatment! Because the heated eyelash curler also works as a way to 
open the hair cuticle, it makes the eyelash extension application easi-
er. Simply use the heated wand to manipulate the natural lashes in the 
direction you’d like them to set and apply lash extensions as usual.

metal eyelash comb

The metal eyelash comb helps to separate the lashes well while applying the semi-permanent mascara. It is very 
important lashes do not stick together as this creates a clumpy effect making fi nal result look messy instead of nice 
and clean.
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collagen lip mask

Our lip mask with collagen is a gel-like mask that fi ts over the 
lips and is used for hydrating and plumping the lips. While 
there is no scientifi c evidence that topical collagen can effec-
tively plump the lips, some people enjoy these masks for their 
temporary hydration and pout-puffi ng effects. This mask can 
also be of great help during lash and brow treatments be-
cause it keeps clients quiet. This creates the ideal environment 
to focus on the work and speed up the treatment time. This 
product can however be applied every day or several times 
a week and therefor is also a possible retail product to use at 
home. 

LED LIGHT

Every Maxelle treatment is very precise work in which having good lighting is not a luxury. Good Lighting and 
above all natural daylight is recommended for the health of the eyes. The Maxelle LED light approaches natural 
daylight: 5500K. This allows you to work more comfortably and in a more detailed manner because you clearly see 
things as they actually are. A classic loupe lamp is usually unable to mimic natural daylight and often gives a dis-
colored and less clear (yellowish and darker) light. The built-in phone holder ensures that every treatment can be 
fi lmed or photographed.

organiser

The plexi organiser makes it possible to organise all your 
tools. A smart and effi cient organization of working tools 
ensures a more clean and pleasant working space and it 
allows you to work more rapidly. 
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quick fusion

The Maxelle black medical eyelash extension glue is home-
made. This glue is defi nitely the most important ingredient for 
a best performance and profi table treatment.  The right glue 
will speed up the application process and make the lashes 
last for a longer amount of time.

Important Facts: 

• Fast drying time (1-2 seconds)
• Last between 3-6 weeks
• Shelf life and durability up to 6 months if fresh and dry 

storage is respected
• Shake well before use (about 30-60 seconds)
• Clean nozzle using a tissue before closing the cap

sensiglue

The Sensiglue  is composed in the same way as our Quick 
Fusion. Because a less strong type of cyano acrylate has been 
added to this glue, it is more suitable for sensitive eyes. On 
the other hand, it effects the glues strength a little but its still 
strong enough to retain the eyelash extensions in a good way.

We recommend the Sensiglue for sensitive eyes. Neverthe-
less, when clients are allergic to cyano acrylate they will even 
react on this glue the same as any other glue. This ingredient 
makes glue stick and is therefore indispensable. In this case 
they are just not a right candidate for extensions how unfortu-
nate that may be.

Important Facts: 

• Fast drying time (1-2 seconds)
• Last between 3-6 weeks 
• Shelf life and durability up to 6 months if fresh and dry 

storage is respected
• Shake well before use (about 30-60 seconds)
• Clean nozzle using a tissue before closing the cap

clearglue

The Clearglue is a transparent medical glue used for eyelash 
and brow extensions. As this glue is also homemade, it has 
the same composition as our Quick Fusion but without the 
black carbon. This way it looks transparent and doesn’t show 
up.

Important Facts: 
• 
• Fast drying time (1-2 seconds)
• Last between 3-6 weeks
• Shelf life and durability up to 6 months if fresh and dry 

storage is respected
• Shake well before use (about 30-60 seconds)
• Clean nozzle using a tissue before closing the cap
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tweezers

ONE-BY-ONE BENDED

Our one-by-one bended pick-up tweezer is in a high quality Japanese stainless steel so it is very light weight. The 
slightly bended front is ideal for picking up lashes one by one.  It has a soft tension to lessen muscle fatigue.  This 
tweezer is not recommended to use for volume lashes.

MAXELLE

ONE-BY-ONE STRAIGHT

Our one-by-one straight tweezer is in a high quality Japanese stainless steel so it is very light weight. It is straight 
in shape and therefore ideal for isolating and separating the natural lashes during a lash treatment. It has a soft 
tension to lessen muscle fatigue. 

MAXELLE

VOLUME ISOLATION

Our volume isolation tweezer is in a high quality Japanese stainless steel because it is very light weight. It is straight 
and ideal for isolating and separating the natural lashes during a lash treatment. It has a soft tension to lessen mus-
cle fatigue. 

VOLUME BENDED (PRO)

Our volume bended pick-up tweezer is in a high quality Japanese stainless steel because it is very light weight. 
The slightly bended front is ideal for picking up volume lashes. This because the tweezer has a more pronounced 
curve to make fans easily. It has a fantastic grip because of the anti slip grooves and it’s soft tension lessens muscle 
fatigue. The size is 14 cm.

We also offer a Pro variant which is 12 cm

VOLUME SPECIAL

Our volume special tweezer is in high quality lightweight Japanese stainless steel and is suited for picking up vol-
ume lashes as it is hooked. The hooked curve is very useful when making fans. It has soft tension to lessen muscle 
fatigue. 

PRO HOOKED  

Our pro hooked tweezer is in a high quality Japanese stainless steel because it is very light weight. The slightly 
bended front is ideal for picking up volume lashes. This because the tweezer has a more pronounced curve to 
make fans easily. It has a fantastic grip because of the anti slip grooves and it’s soft tension lessens muscle fatigue.

FOTO
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spmu products
Manual permanent make-up is a breakthrough in the world of beauty. Maxelle developed a manual semi-perma-
nent make-up method, using different kind of pens all with fi ne needles to manually insert a rich pigment into the 
upper skin layer.

The big difference with traditional machine cosmetic tattoos is that this kind of manual technique works differently 
and gives a different result. 

Pigments are implanted in a more gentle way into the upper skin layer which is continuously renewed. Because of 
this process of cell turnover, the pigments will come out, meaning color as well shape will fade over time.

Manual SPMU allows to make subtle changes. It is a way to enhance the natural beauty boosting self-confi dence 
and saving you time on make-up application. It compliments heavy make-up, but doesn’t replace it.
Maxelle offers manual SPMU tools and trainings for creative techniques such as microblading, skin lifting and slid-
ing.

All our manual SPMU products are EU and worldwide proof.

OUR MAIN manual SPMU PRODUCT ADVANTAGES:

• Natural result
• Fast healing process
• 100% hygienic
• Less painful
• Safe
• Endless possibilities 

N� dles
Maxelle has a range of several surgical nano-needles in different shapes and sizes. For every treatment we can offer 
another needle, a different color and a different effect. It is also possible to work with different needles during 1 
treatment making the possible looks extensive.

All needles are processed in a disposable pen which makes this method a safe way to work because it prevents the 
transmission of diseases such as hepatitis, HIV, herpes etc.
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Pigments
The big difference with the manual permanent make-up technique is that pigments are brought into the upper skin 
layer because pigments aren’t inserted as deep into the skin, they have a different composition from classic tattoo 
inks. 

Pigments are composed of dyes and some added ingredients. One of those main added ingredients is glycerin. 
This serves as a transmitter so pigments get properly absorbed into the skin. 

Furthermore our pigments contain a small amount of alcohol to avoid infections.

They contain a small and safe dose of iron oxides. This makes them look shiny and not faint, which creates a much 
more beautiful full look. Without iron oxides they would also fade much faster.

Our pigments are of a high and rich quality which makes them thicker. 
They can however still be used for machines as well.

The colors are beautiful and easy to mix with each other. However, never mix pigments of different brands as the 
composition is probably different.

Our color range is divided in specifi c groups : WARM – COOL – MIXING – CORRECTION

A professional knowledge of color theory is required.
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MX36

3 rows of 12 needles
- eyeliner

- solid eyebrows
- full lips

MX14

1 row of 14 needles
 - solid eyebrows

 - powder eyebrows
 - hairstroke eyebrows

MXM

    2 rows of needles; 1 row with 4 needles 
    and 1 row with 5 needles

     - powder eyebrows with soft strokes

U18

     1 row of 18 needles in a U-shape
    - powder eyebrows

    - full lips
    - hairstroke eyebrows

EYEBROW NEEDLES
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EYEBROW NEUTRAL COLOR

EYEBROW COOL COLORS

EYEBROW WARM COLORS

CORRECTIVE COLORS
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EYELINER NEEDLES

MX24

2 rows of 12 needles
- eyeliner
- lipliner

MX36

3 rows of 12 needles
- eyeliner

- solid eyebrows
- full lips

EYELINER PIGMENTS
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LIPS COOL COLORS

LIPS NEEDLES

MX24

2 rows of 12 needles
- eyeliner
- lipliner

MX36

3 rows of 12 needles
- eyeliner

- solid eyebrows
- full lips

U18

     1 row of 18 needles in a U-shape
    - powder eyebrows

    - full lips
    - hairstroke eyebrows

LIPS PIGMENTS
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LIPS WARM COLORS

CORRECTION COLORS

MIXING COLORS
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fine liner brushes

Fine liner brushes can be used for predrawing the perfect shape for brows, lips and eyeliners.

pigment rings

A great tool for using and keeping the pigments during the SPMU procedures in place. It allows you to work quick-
ly and easily, without messing or cleaning up pigments.

Too ls

cleansing brushes

This cleansing brush offers a super gentle yet effective way to clean the lashes and eye area before and after an 
eyelash extension application. Safe for use on eyelash extensions, the brush is an ideal at-home aftercare product 
for clients to maintain their lashes and the perfect companion for our matching Maxelle cleansing foam. 

cleansing foam

Maxelle cleansing foam is a good alternative for our cleanser 
when you prefer a shampoo product.
It is a unique cleansing formula that effectively removes eye 
make-up and is also used to help treat and prevent blephari-
tis. Proper cleansing of the lashes before and after the treat-
ment is essential in preventing eye conditions that can occur 
when bacteria or PH levels are out of balance. 

The Maxelle Cleansing Foam is an absolute must-have prod-
uct for all lash artists and lash extension lovers to maintain eye 
hygiene and health!
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removal solution

When desired, it is possible to remove the SPMU thanks to our homemade salt based 
removal solution. 

Combined with our manual needle technique it creates an osmosis effect. The pigment 
will dissapear as the skin gets a chance to renew itself totally without scars. 

Sometimes 1 treatment will suffi ce. Sometimes not. This depends on the depth, quality 
and quantity of the pigment present in the skin.

Professional training is necessary.

ph fix

Oily skin is diffi cult to treat with SPMU techniques as it doesn’t absorb pigments well.

Our homemade PH Fix works like a peel and is used for the skin in the brow area. It chang-
es the PH of the skin within only 5 minutes to be ready for a SPMU treatment.

cleanser

The Maxelle cleanser is for professional use only. This  eye make-up cleanser & protein 
remover is the perfect product to clean the lashes before any eyelash treatment.

It is specially designed to remove cosmetics and oils from the eyes and lashes without 
damaging the natural lash. It can be used on normal and sensitive skin. 

It will prevent the glue bonding from breaking apart and your lash extensions won`t fall 
out prematurely.

organiser

The plexi organiser makes it possible to organise all your tools. A smart 
and effi cient organization of working tools ensures a more clean and 
pleasant working space and it allows you to work more rapidly. 
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predraw brow kit

For beginners we offer a handy tool kit of stencils, powder and brushes. These tools are helpful for shaping eye-
brows. 
Although there are 12 different shaped stencils, keep in mind that stencils are a very easy solution but not the best 
solution for everyone. Every face is unique and stencils don’t take the shape of the face into consideration. Therefor 
we suggest the use of our eyebrow tracer.

anti mist mask

The anti mist mask is a transparent shield that prevents bad breath from 
spreading and keeps bacteria away. It helps to improve the health quality of 
your services without covering your smile. Wearing the mask does not affect 
your make-up. 
It is made of an environmentally friendly plastic, feels comfortable and can 
be reused. 

eyebrow tracer

Our patented eyebrow tracer garanties the perfect eyebrow shape in no time. The tracer is light, fl exible, transpar-
ent, easy to use and clean.

There are several ways to fi nd the correct eyebrow shape. The difference between those techniques and this 
eyebrow tracer is the fact that it is easier to use and it prevents mistakes because of that it increases the speed of 
tracing a correct design. 

surgical skin marker

A skin marker is useful to keep the drawing of your wanted shape complete while cleaning the eyebrow area dur-
ing work.
A few dots are enough.

Be aware these markers are produced for surgical use and can be used only on one or maybe a few clients, de-
pending on how much you use.
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eyebrow tweezer

This eyebrow tweezer is in a high quality Japanese stainless steel because it is very light weight. The front makes a 
fi rmly grasp possible and plucks even the fi nest hairs. It has a soft tension to lessen muscle fatigue.

VITAMINE AFTER CARE

Our home made vitamine after care creme is a must have for all SPMU 
artists.
It helps to heal in a safe and quicker way following the SPMU treatment.

LED LIGHT

Every Maxelle treatment is very precise work in which having good lighting is not a luxury. Good Lighting and 
above all natural daylight is recommended for the health of the eyes. The Maxelle LED light approaches natural 
daylight: 5500K. This allows you to work more comfortably and in a more detailed manner because you clearly see 
things as they actually are. A classic loupe lamp is usually unable to mimic natural daylight and often gives a dis-
colored and less clear (yellowish and darker) light. The built-in phone holder ensures that every treatment can be 
fi lmed or photographed.
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Home �roducts
Maxelle offers a range of effective and qualitative home products to use on its own or as aftercare so everyone can 
wake up with make-up and feel beautiful.  They can be presented in our luxurious display, With 3 changeable back-
grounds. Offering them to your clients will not only make their life more beautiful and easy. 
It will also help you to increase your revenue.

Oil-free make-up remover

A good aftercare is recommended after any eyelash treatment 
for optimal result and client happiness. 

Oil-free products are essential as oil infl uences the glue and 
semi-permanent mascara. That’s why it is important to use our 
specially developed oil-free make-up remover. It is designed 
to remove daily cosmetics and oils from the eyes and lashes, 
without damaging the natural lashes or lash extensions and 
can be used on normal as well sensitive skin.

This specifi cally formulated make-up remover will not only 
keep eyelash extensions clean and dust free.
With a properly and continuous use, it will also make lash 
extensions last longer because it prevents the glue bonding 
from breaking apart, so lash extensions won`t fall out prema-
turely.

cleanser foam

The Maxelle cleansing foam is a unique cleansing formula 
that not only effectively removes eye make-up, but is also 
used to help treat and prevent blepharitis. Proper cleansing 
of the lashes after the treatment is essential in preventing eye 
conditions that can occur when bacteria or PH levels are out 
of balance. 

Our foam is an absolute must-have product to maintain eye 
hygiene and health!
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OIL-FREE mascara

If a touch of mascara is desired, whether it is on the natural 
bottom lashes or the extensions, it is very important to use a 
waterbased mascara.

All classic mascara brands in the market contain a lot of oil 
which will have a negative effect on the glue bonding and the 
semi-permanent mascara. Oil must be advoided in all situa-
tions when a Maxelle treatment is applied!

Our waterbased mascara is not only oil-free, and doesn’t 
create clumbs but is also very easy to remove with our oil-free 
remover.

collagen eye mask

An eye mask will provide an instant boost of deep hydration, 
and has a cooling and anti-infl ammatory effect. 

The cooling effects go deeper than most masks because it 
uses a transdermal technology to absorb the concentrated 
fi rming ingredients within. Designed to alleviate the effects of 
stress on the skin, they’re also enriched with botanical extracts 
to visibly depuff and reduce the appearance of fi ne lines and 
wrinkles.

eyelash growth serum

Our growth serum Maxerum can be used like an eyeliner and is a cocktail of 
enzymes, vitamins and natural ingredients which will provide the hair follicles 
of eyelashes (and eyebrows) the necessary boost from inside out to become 
stronger, longer and darker.

Clinically proven, this homemade formula boosts the thickness and length 
of eyelashes within only 2 weeks of daily use. Over 6 weeks of daily use we 
noticed a 55% increase of the natural eyelashes. 

Nourishing and natural ingredients makes sure it is a non-irritating, gentle and 
a safe solution for all skin types. 

lip color booster : foreverpink

This handy make-up tool is a real lip color booster and can be used as a lip 
gloss. It contains the extract of the Sakura plant that stimulates natural pig-
ment in the lips (and areola). This product creates a faster metabolism so red 
blood cells provide extra oxygen for the lips, and will also make them look 
fuller. On top of that wrinkles will fade because it activates the melanin.  Easy 
to use at home and a real must have for everyone who likes kissable pink lips!
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Find us on maxelle-beauty.com


